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Message from the Editor-In-Chief
Azül, fellow Talossans!

This is the first installment of a revamped and refreshed newspaper Zoneu Auþorisat. As many of you
probably know, we have published this newspaper in a blog mode before, as posts on a special website.

However, as time has shown, this mode doesn't really support a long-term publication (well, at least in
case of Zoneu Auþorisat). This is because blog posts are expected to appear on a regular basis, within
short periods of time. Knowing how inactive Talossa can sometimes be, and knowing how inactive your
friend Editor-in-Chief can be sometimes, that didn't really work as indended.

Willing to fix the mistake and bring Zoneu Auþorisat back to life, I'm starting this experiment to bring
it to its' natural newspaper format.

If the citizens of our glorious nation like this primer, Zoneu Auþorisat will be published either weekly,
bi-weeky, monthly or bi-monthly from now on. This is flexible to make sure newspapers come frequently
when something is happening, and have material when nothing is happening at all.

W hat are the plans, and what is going to be changed? Zoneu Auþorisat comes from Cézembre, so maybe
Cézembre will get relatively more coverage, but still it's a national newspaper and we'll cover the major
events. Our periodic issues will include interviews with prospectives, a feauture that had some positive
feedback last time the newspaper was active. Also there will be periodic outlines of activities within
provinces. Vague thoughts, articles too. We'll think of further ways to make this outlet better.

Your friend, Alèxandreu Soleighlfred.

Bad Humor
Monthly

* * *
In the pharmacy:

- Doctor, do you have some acetylsalicylic acid?

- Do you mean aspirin maybe?

- You're right! I always fail to memorize that
word.

* * *
Supermarket. A woman approaches the cashier
and puts out one fork, one spoon, one plate,
one cup, one pair of slippers, one toothbrush.

The cashier looks at it all and asks:

- Lady, I assume you're living alone.

- Yes, how did you figure that out?

- Well, it's because we're the only people left
alive on this planet, and I don't live with you.

New
Citizens
Welcome!
Zoneu Auþorisat
traditionally pays a lot
of attention to the
prospective citizens of
Talossa. This is
important, because
Talossa needs new
blood (and flesh!) to
keep alive, active and
thriving.

Let's congratulate our
recently proclaimed
citizens!

- Danihél Roðgarüt of
the province of
Cézembre;

- Spencer Kerwood of
the province of
Florenciá;

- Larry Song of the
province of Maricopa.

Stefano Lanni has also
been petitioned and,
we hope, will become a
part of our nation
soon.

Provincial Activity Overview
After the General Elections, things
sometimes become quiet. In some
provinces, like Vuode and Atatürk,
nothing happens at all.

Cézembre

In Cézembre, several post-GE business
has been duly conducted.

First of all, our province has elected it's
Lord Warden, who will represent the
province in Senäts. In an uncontested
election, Glüc da Dhi took over the
office.

Party leaders had also assigned seats to
the members of provincial assembly,
L'États de Cézembre. RUMP has
assigned it's 8 seats to Dame Litz
Cjantscheir, UrN and Ian da Bitour,
MRPT 10 seats went to Glüc da Dhi and
some Alèxandreu Soleighlfred, and 2
remaining seats for Free Democrats
were occupied by L'États newcomer,
Tomás Alexandreu Zilect.

On a less important note, another
uncontested election handed the office
of Sénéchal de Cézembre to yours
faithfully.

Fiôvâ

The youngest province of the Kingdom
had some recent additions to its'
Constitution: Praisidíeu, or the
Standing Commitee, is due to be
elected. C. Carlüs Xheraltescùand
Audrada Rôibeardét have already

nominated themselves. Praisidíeu shall
consist of three members, and the
elections will be held in November.

Benito

This period was quite eventful for
Benito. The Assembly of Benito was
formed, predominantly by MRPT
members, though the New Peculiar Way
party, that has no seats in Cosa but has
seats in the Assembly, is yet to appoint
an Assembly member.

Discussions are also being held on
making a special Benito Welcome
Package to help newcomers. Cézembre
already has such a document, and we
believe it's going to be useful!

Florenciá

It seems, Florenciá hasn't had it's
Governor appointed and Nimlet
composed yet. The provincial
discussions are rather slow.

Maritiimi-Maxhestic

14th M-M Assembly has been
convocated, with Cresti d. I. Nouacastra
elected Grand General Secretary, Ian
Plätschisch appointed Grand Specific
Undersecretary.

Maricopa

Maricopa is yet to form form the
Maricopa Cabana. Sir C. M. Siervicül has
been appointed Senator for Maricopa.

Upcoming Holidays

November has only one national holiday in
Talossa: that is the Armistice day.

The Armistice Day is celebrated every year on
November, 11th. It was proclaimed by the
Armistice Day Act (34RZ3).

Armistice Day is the anniversary of the end
of the World War One. This is a day of
rememberance of all the veterans.

It is recommended by law for all Talossas to
hold two minutes of silence on this day, at
eleven o'clock in the morning.

Weather Report for
Pengöpäts

It was pretty cold and windy in Pengöpäts this
October. All visitors are adviced to dress
properly in accordance with weather conditions.

It is going to be pretty windy and cold in
Pengöpäts this November. All visitors are
advice to take the weather conditions into
account and dress accordingly.

ZA Quiz: Round 1

Zoneu Auþorisat starts a quiz to keep citizens
entertained! Each round will consist of 2-3
questions: one Talossa-related and others not
Talossa-related. You can of course Google your
answers, but is it really fun doing so? PM your
answers to Alèxandreu Soleighlfred. Each
correct answer gives you a certain number of
points. The winners are declared after Round
5, and then we start all over.

Question 1 (2 pts): W hat Talossan province
did exist since May 1992 to April 1993?

Question 2 (2 pts): Xibu dpmps jt b tusbxcfssz?

Question 3 (1 pt): W hat is the relation between
Cocytus and number "9"?
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